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From left: Zhibin Wang, Professor Zheng-Hong Lu and Michael Helander
(Photo by Mark Neil Balson)

(PhysOrg.com) -- University of Toronto researchers have discovered a
better way to make flat-panel displays that could one day lead to
computer screens you roll up like a newspaper and wallpaper that lights
your living room.

Michael Helander and Zhibin Wang, PhD candidates in the Faculty of
Applied Science and Engineering, are members of a research team that
has developed the world’s most efficient organic light-emitting diodes
(OLEDs) on flexible plastic. Good news for manufacturers and
consumers alike, the discovery means a less costly, more efficient and
environmentally friendly way to build brighter flat-panel displays on a
thinner, more durable and flexible surface.
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“It was a happy accident after years of work,” said Helander. He and
Wang have collaborated for four years in U of T’s department of
materials science and engineering under the supervision of Professor
Zheng-Hong Lu.

The students had been cleaning sheets of indium tin oxide – a material
used in all flat-panel displays – when they noticed that devices built
using their cleaned sheets had become much more efficient than
expected, using less energy to achieve much higher brightness. After
some investigation, they determined that this greater efficiency was the
result of molecules of chlorine picked up from their cleaning solvent.
With this surprising discovery, the two students engineered a prototype
for a new kind of OLED device, which is both simpler in construction
and more efficient.

Invented about 25 years ago, OLED technology uses organic compounds
– molecules made of carbon, oxygen, nitrogen and hydrogen – to create
colours. The organic dyes are then electrically stimulated to emit light of
different colours. OLED displays are simpler and less toxic to make and
require less energy than other kinds of displays. Over time, though,
OLED devices became more complex – the original two layers of
molecules became many layers, which raised manufacturing costs and
failure rates.

“Basically, we went back to the original idea – and started again,” said
Wang. The team’s findings were published, and in December, Helander
and Wang, together with Lu and another U of T grad student, launched
OTI Lumionics, a startup that will take the next steps toward
commercializing the technology.

“The industry recognizes that devices are much too complicated now,”
said Helander, who added the only way to make the manufacturing
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process cost-effective on a mass scale is to keep the design “simple,
simple, simple.”

While the roll-up screen and light-emitting wallpaper are still distant
applications, Helander and Wang expect the discovery could soon lead to
a sturdier smartphone that doesn’t need to be recharged so often. Now
there’s something to light up your day.
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